
Manual	Configuration	of	the	CSB502V2S 

The various hardware components on the csb502v2s are well supported in the Raspberry Pi Linux 

kernel. The minimal configuration required to get things running is described below. For this 

configuration you can use the pi plugged directly into a display with the csb502v2s mounted but not 

cabled with HDMI or you can SSH into the Pi from another computer. 

Configuring the DS18B20 temperature sensor 

The file /boot/config.txt must be edited to add the following line (use sudo nano /boot/config.txt or 

your favorite editor):  

dtoverlay=w1-gpio,gpiopin=23,pullup=on 

This properly configures the device tree to load the 1wire interface with parasitic power mode support 

at (re)boot on gpio23, which is where the Dallas temp sensor is connected. 

Checking the Temperature 

The DS18B20temperature sensor on the csb502v2s is located under the HDMI audio extractor chip. 

After running the configuration script as described above, you can check the temperature with the 

following command: 

 cat /sys/bus/w1/devices/28-[unique-ID-number]/w1_slave 

The unique-ID-number is different for every sensor, and provides a unique ID for you csb502ssd. When 

you are typing the command use tab-complete when you get to that part in the path. Do this by typing 

“cat /sys/bus/w1/devices/28-“ and then pressing the TAB key, and then adding “/w1_slave”.  The output 

of this command will look something like this: 

 91 02 4b 46 7f ff 0f 10 62 : crc=62 YES 

91 02 4b 46 7f ff 0f 10 62 t=41062 

The “crc=xxx YES” part means that the data should be valid. Here “t=41062” means that the temp sensor 

is 41.062 Celsius. 

Configuring the Infrared Remote Receiver 

The csb502v2s has an IR receiver connected to GPIO18 on pin 12 of the 40-pin GPIO Header. It will be 

available to use after adding the following line to /boot/config.txt and rebooting: 

 dtoverlay=lirc-rpi,gpio_in_pin=18 

Using and Testing the Infrared Remote Receiver  

Once the lirc driver is loaded on reboot, you can test the hardware with the following command: 

 cat /dev/lirc0 | hexdump 



Press some keys on the remote. Each time you press a key the corresponding code will be output in the 

terminal. If you are getting numbers for each keypress, the hardware is picking up the remote. Use ctrl+c 

to quit. 

Configuration and usage of lirc is beyond the scope of this document. Many preconfigured remotes are 

selectable in OSMC. For further information, there are numerous articles on LIRC setup on the pi. Your 

remote device will be /dev/lirc0.  

Configuring the ADV7623 HDMI Audio Extractor  

A script is available from the Pi2Design GitHub account for setting up the ADV7623 over I2C. In order to 

get the script file from the internet you will need to have the Ethernet plugged in or have a WiFi 

connection. 

On many Raspberry Pi operating systems, git is installed by default. If git is not installed, you will have to 

install it with: 

 sudo apt-get install git 

Once git is installed, clone the Pi2Design csb502setup repository from GitHub with this command: 

 git clone --depth=1 https://github.com/Pi2Design/csb502hdmi 

This will copy the hdmi.sh script to your machine.  

Communication with the ADV7623 is don via /dev/i2c-1. IN order for this to appear, the following line 

must be added or uncommented in /boot/config.txt: 

 dtparam=i2c_arm=on 

Additional packages may be needed to run the hdmi.sh script. Please run the following command to 

ensure they are installed: 

 sudo apt-get install i2c-tools wiringpi 

If you are running an older version of Raspbian, you may need to install wiringpi separately using the 

instructions at https://learn.sparkfun.com/tutorials/raspberry-gpio/c-wiringpi-setup. 

Configuring the Script to Run on Each Boot 

The hdmi.sh script must be run on each boot. The simplest way to achieve this is by adding the following 

line to /etc/rc.local before “exit 0”: 

 /home/<username>/csb502hdmi/hdmi.sh 

Where <username> is pi or your chosen username. 



Configuring the Video Resolution 

Because the raspberry pi queries the EDID on boot, before the ADV7623 is setup, we do not have a way 

of passing the resolution information through the ADV7623. Luckily, manual configuration is fairly 

straightforward. In /boot/config.txt, the following lines should be added: 

hdmi_force_hotplug=1 

hdmi_drive=2 

hdmi_force_edid_audio=1 

hdmi_group=1 #CEA, use hdmi_group=2 for DMT 

hdmi_mode=16 #1080p,60Hz use hdmi_mode=4 for 720p,60Hz 

you may also want to uncomment the following line if you are getting a black frame around the display: 

 disable_overscan=1 

See http://elinux.org/RPiconfig#Video_mode_options for more information on setting hdmi group and 

mode. It is also possible to check the display you are using for preferred and supported modes by 

plugging it directly into the Raspberry Pi (make sure to power the TV before the Raspberry Pi) and 

running at the command line: 

 /opt/vc/bin/tvservice –m CEA 

 /opt/vc/bin/tvservice –m DMT 

Setting the Audio Device to HDMI via the Terminal 

The Raspberry Pi audio output needs to be set to HDMI for the csb502v2s to function properly. This can 

be done in the GUI, or from the terminal using the following command: 

 amixer cset numid=3 2 

omxplayer seems to ignore this, but it is useful for alsa based programs.  

Testing the Audio 

If you are running Rasbian, you will most likely need to change the memory allocated to the GPU to its 

maximum value to allow omxplayer to stream 8 channels while playing video and decode compressed 

formats. In order to do this, type: 

 sudo raspi-config 

A menu will appears. Select advanced options->memory split and specify 128. Then reboot. We have 

found that settings of 256 or 64 do not work on a pi2 running Jessie desktop. 

For the final audio test, plug the HDMI output of the Raspberry Pi into the csb502v2s and the csb502v2s 

HDMI output into the display. Then acquire some 6 or 8 channel source material. Many files are 



available at http://www.demo-world.eu/2d-demo-trailers-hd/ and the best for initial testing may be 

Dolby TrueHD Channel Check (Lossless). You can download it directly to the Pi SDcard with the following 

command (all on one line): 

wget –O testfile.mkv http://s2.demo-

world.eu/hd_trailers.php?file=dolby_truehd_channel_check_lossless

-DWEU.mkv  

Then use omxplayer to play the file using “-o hdmi” to specify hdmi audio output. 

 omxplayer –o hdmi  --layout=7.1 testfile.mkv 

This will have the pi2 decode the TrueHD audio to 8-channel PCM and send the audio to the 4 1/8” 

audio jacks (as well as to the monitor). Please pay attention to the channel position to ensure your setup 

is correct.  

*on earlier versions of the PCB, “side” and “rear” jack labels are swapped. The last jack should be 

labelled “side”  

Optical Audio 

The optical port is hooked up to the front left/right channels. In order for all channels to be heard in 

stereo mode, the player must decode the audio and downmix it to stereo.  

 omxplayer –o hdmi  --layout=2.0 testfile.mkv 

In general, optical links do not support TrueHD or DTS-MA. Other compression schemes, such as Dolby 

Digital 5.1 can be passed through the optical link (bitstreamed) and decoded by some devices with 

optical inputs. If you would like to test this, please try the following: 

wget -O testfile2.mkv http://s2.demo-

world.eu/hd_trailers.php?file=dolby_digital_plus_channel_check_lo

ssless-DWEU.mkv 

omxplayer –o hdmi  -p testfile.mkv 

  

FAQ: 

Why is my screen purple pink? 

This means that the ADV7623 has been set up correctly but is not getting any input signal. You might be 

used to this screen being blue on other devices. We decided to make it the color of the Raspberry Pi 

Logo. 

 


